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By Darla Jackson and Kenton Brice

In 2012, the ABA’s House of Delegates voted to amend Comment 8 to Model Rule 1.1 regarding competence to provide that to “… maintain the requisite knowledge and skill, a lawyer should keep abreast of changes in the law and its practice, including the benefits and risks associated with relevant technology …” Since the amendment, 36 states, including Oklahoma, have adopted some form of Comment 8 or an equivalent and a great deal has been written and blogged about what technology competence really means.

In writing about the adoption of the comment, OBA General Counsel Gina Hendryx has warned, “Maintaining competence may very well require knowledge of e-discovery, online filing, electronic document retention policies, etc.” Another article opines that because of “… the recentness in most states’ adoption of the duty of technological competence to Rule 1.1, few courts have had an opportunity to address this unique issue.” While this may be true, advice provided by Ms. Hendryx suggests that businesses “today run on technology-based tools and most now depend on the communication provided by the internet … The best advice is to pay attention to cyber ethics issues and try to behave reasonably. If you don’t know about best practices, attend CLEs and read …”

Oklahoma is one of the few states that has had a technology-related case. In State v. Oliver, the Oklahoma Supreme Court publicly censured an attorney who failed to properly notify clients and the Oklahoma Supreme Court that he had been suspended from practicing before the United States Bankruptcy Court for the Western District of Oklahoma. The respondent’s suspension from practicing in the bankruptcy court resulted from his failure to gain competence in preparing and e-filing bankruptcy documents. The majority opinion characterized his conduct less harshly and encouraged him to “continue to improve his computer skills” or to hire an “adept administrative assistant” to perform tasks such as preparing pleadings. In contrast, the dissent noted that the evidence did not suggest that “… Respondent will represent future clients with any more competence than he displayed in his bankruptcy practice, and find his lack of candor and blatant disregard for the Bankruptcy Court’s orders disturbing.” As a result, the dissenting justices would have suspended the attorney for two years and one day.

While Oliver may be an extreme case and the proceedings were based on the attorney’s failure to report his suspension and not a failure to maintain technology competency, it does provide an example of the potential for disciplinary proceedings resulting from failure to maintain technology competence. Mr. Oliver’s initial disciplinary woes, however, were not the result of a failure to appreciate the risks of using a web-based technology e-filing system but were based, in part, on his failure to appreciate the benefits of e-filing and to then acquire the skill necessary to take advantage of the web-based system.

Since the ABA adopted the now infamous Comment 8 to Model Rule 1.1, most writers and commentators have been sounding the warning: attorneys must understand the risks associated with the relevant use of technology to stay competent. While understanding the risk of utilizing technology (or not using technology) is a key-stone to an attorney’s competence, little has been written about an attorney’s competence in understanding the benefits of relevant technology. The hope is that this
article will encourage attorneys to view their ethical duty of technology competency in a more positive way by helping lay a framework for how understanding various cloud-based services and products can benefit an attorney’s practice, and hopefully, their capabilities in representing their clients.

HOW TO UNDERSTAND THE RISK OF EMPLOYING CLOUD-BASED TECHNOLOGIES

Before moving forward, however, there are some resources for attorneys to aid the evaluation of cloud-based services and feel more confident in employing these services. The first is the Legal Cloud Computing Association, a group of “legal cloud computing companies” that created a formal set of security standards “intended to help lawyers, bar associations, law societies, and cloud computing companies agree on what ‘reasonable care’ means in a cloud computing world.”12 The 21 standards are grouped into five sections: scope, physical and environmental measures, data integrity measures, users and access control and terms of service and privacy policy. While not completely exhaustive of all aspects of security and privacy possibilities or concerns with cloud-based services, these standards are a helpful roadmap for attorneys who are concerned
about the security, confidentiality, ownership and access of the information stored or processed in the cloud. For example, Standard 15 states in part that “In general, all user information entered into a SaaS application should be treated as confidential, private information that cannot be used by the SaaS provider for any purposes other than support of system integrity and usability objectives. Furthermore, the SaaS provider should only be permitted to view any of your private information with users [sic] explicit consent.” By ensuring that any SaaS provider utilized by an attorney follows this standard, the attorney would arguably be satisfying their ethical responsibility under Rule 1.6(c) to ensure that they take reasonable efforts to prevent unauthorized access to client information.

LEVERAGING THE CLOUD FOR SENDING AND RECEIVING DOCUMENTS

After understanding and assessing the risk of SaaS providers and their offerings, the benefits of taking advantage of these services can be incredible. Attorneys can do more now than ever to communicate with clients, draft and share documents and even automate their work, all in a more secure and arguably ethical environment. Online file-sharing and client portals are probably the most valuable SaaS services available to attorneys. Sending and receiving documents have always been part of a lawyer’s routine. From carrier pigeons to telegraphs and from fax machines to email, innovative technologies have always persisted in providing faster, more efficient and more confidential means of sending documents. Client portals and online file sharing are continuing this trend and should begin replacing fax machines and email as the preferred method of sending documents to third parties. The reasons are clear: these services provide secure, traceable, fast and authenticated document transmission.

Much has been written about the security of online storage and requisite encryption and LCCA services due to human error and not necessarily some nefarious coders sitting in a dimly lit basement. Human behavior can cause security breaches with any technology – have you ever sent a confidential fax to the wrong fax number? In
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providing enhanced access control and audit capabilities. When faxing, emailing or even mailing a document the sender loses control over that document once it has been sent. However, when using a cloud-based service and sending links to documents stored in the cloud, the sender retains complete control over the document. The recipient must access the document through the provided hyperlink and the document owner has the ability to receive notifications each and every time the document is accessed. Additionally, access to the document is recorded and the owner has an effective audit trail of who, when, where and how the document was accessed, including IP addresses, geo-locations and time-stamps of when the document was accessed.

The owner can also set a variety of access parameters and permissions for the document or the documents contained in a folder. For instance, Egnyte provides multiple options for sharing links with external individuals: expiration of the link on a certain date or after a certain number of clicks, whether the individual can access the most recent version of the file or the original version of the document at the time the link was created, the various access levels (open, password protected, only those in the organization or a specific user), whether the document can be downloaded or printed and whether to receive notifications each time the link is clicked. These types of settings provide attorneys with more assurance that their documents are not being accessed, copied or further shared with unauthorized persons. Try that with email or a fax machine!

Finally, client portals move cloud-based document sharing to another level. Client portals, whether part of a case or practice management system or a standalone system, provide valuable features for constant contacts, such as clients or expert witnesses. First, they provide outside users with a dedicated portal they can access at any time. Documents can be uploaded into the portal, alleviating the need to create and email hyperlinks whenever a document is shared. Most systems allow for the outside user to receive an automatic email notification that a new document was uploaded, removing the need for the attorney to notify the client to check the portal. For clients, these portals can also provide other useful information, such as calendar events for their matter, billing records and contact information for assigned attorneys and staff.

Additionally, portals can provide outside users the ability to share documents with the attorney or firm in a secure environment. Instead of clients using email or fax, they can easily upload their sensitive documents to the portal. The attorney and any staff assigned to that matter would then receive an email notification and an alert in the system itself. Finally, client portals provide a quick and seamless method for attorneys to eliminate access to any documents that have been shared outside of the firm by removing a person’s access to the portal.

**E-DISCOVERY**

As noted in a previous article on technology competence, “[s]ome courts have authored scathing reprimands of attorneys who have defended discovery misconduct with claims of computer illiteracy,” California's Standing Committee on Professional Responsibility and Conduct issued an often-cited opinion in 2015 stating that an attorney’s “... obligations under the ethical duty of competence evolve as new technologies develop and become integrated with the practice of law. Attorney competence related to litigation generally requires, among other things, and at a minimum, a basic understanding of, and facility with, issues relating to e-discovery, including the discovery of electronically stored information (‘ESI’).”

An attorney who is competent in investigating a case should also be concerned with collecting data in such a way that it can be used as evidence in subsequent litigation. One of the key barriers to admission of potential social media evidence has been authentication. However, with the December 2017 implementation of Federal Rule of Evidence 902(14), there is a distinct advantage in using web-based technologies to not only discover social media evidence but to capture it through means that will facilitate authentication.

FRE 902(14) provides:

*The following items of evidence are self-authenticating; they require no extrinsic evidence of authenticity in order to be admitted.*

…

(14) Certified Data Copied from an Electronic Device, Storage Medium, or File. Data copied from an electronic device, storage medium, or file, if authenticated by a process of digital identification...

Printing a social media post would not qualify as “a process of digital identification,” but tools such as X1 Social Discovery, SMI and Page Vault can not only assist with the discovery of potential social media evidence but also provide a process for digital identification (by the collection of metadata) which would permit self-authentication with an affidavit from qualified individuals.
Another area where the benefits of web-based services may be implemented is legal research. Westlaw and Lexis have provided web-based services for so long that they are often not even considered “cloud computing” services. However, as the use of folders on both systems has continued to expand along with the development of folder analysis on Westlaw Edge, more attorneys are storing work product via these research platforms and sharing research with co-counsel and clients via system features. Further, use of web-based research tools has the benefit of ensuring that research materials are updated and provide citator services allowing attorneys to check the status of cases and statutory authority. Westlaw Edge integrates artificial intelligence (AI) technology to provide additional information regarding the status of laws and cases with a new KeyCite warning which suggests when “law that has been indirectly overturned.”

The Fastcase legal research system has been a member benefit of the Oklahoma Bar Association since January 2007. The advantages of using the web-based Fastcase legal research platform, as noted by Ed Walters, CEO of Fastcase, include: citation analysis, data visualization, mobile apps, and big data analysis to help lawyers identify the seminal cases in their area – to find them fast and with confidence. Forecite uses patented pending citation analysis to find cases that keyword searches miss. Fastcase 7 includes new analytical tools, such as an enhanced Bad Law Bot, the world’s first big data tool to identify negative case history, and a tag cloud that identifies legal concepts hidden in search results.

Another benefit of using web-based legal research tools is the availability of legal analytics. Some go so far as to conclude that “legal decisions in the future will be made with data. Not all at once, but starting now, and increasing every year from here forward. This is not controversial – it is malpractice to think otherwise.” Others take a more positive approach and emphasize the benefits of legal analytics for litigation (and negotiation) planning and strategy, as well as pricing and budgeting.

For example, Picture It Settled is a web-based tool that has “aggregated negotiation statistics and built a predictive platform.” Lexis Advance Context is a feature that launched in November 2018 and is based on Ravel Law, which was acquired by Lexis in 2015. It provides an analysis of the language of opinions authored by judges to identify cases and arguments the judge finds persuasive. Context does this for not only federal judges, but also some state court judges, including select Oklahoma judges. Westlaw Edge added Precedent Analytics in 2019 that performs a similar function. Bloomberg Law also provides docket-based litigation analytics that are useful in litigation planning and addressing client expectations, Context provides the additional opinion language analysis. Use of cloud-based practice management software to collect data to make effective pricing determinations for alternative billing arrangements can also provide a competitive advantage to small firms.

Certain types of legal services are becoming more commoditized. Does commodity pricing mean that the price of legal services has to trend to zero? No, but it does mean that lawyers will have to differentiate their services … In a competitive market, clients will insist on fixed-fee engagements, and lawyers who offer them (and who price them correctly) will be the most competitive in this environment … The key to pricing fixed-fee engagements lies with data … More experienced lawyers and firms may be able to access some of the most important information from their practice management or billing software …
AI is a revolutionary, cloud-based service that can reshape and augment how attorneys do their work. In fact, the recent development of networked computation (aka, the cloud), is part of what has led to the recent boom and realization of AI technology. Today’s AI is nothing like its predecessors. It is also nothing like the AI of science fiction. Instead of a machine overlord, AI instead plays an augmenting role for attorneys to automate their services. AI is fueling advances in legal research, as well as other areas of legal work, including litigation document drafting and due diligence reviews.

ROSS Intelligence and Casetext are two AI-fueled legal research services that provide different options for AI to assist attorneys. Leveraging AI, ROSS allows for question and answer style legal research. An attorney simply asks ROSS a question and then ROSS goes through what is essentially a three-step process – understanding, retrieval and ranking – to provide the attorney with a variety of relevant passages from cases. The ranking element is actually the most important part of the process, where the AI system 1) leverages its training (through machine-learning) to actually read passages of cases to 2) find meaning in the grammatical structure of the passages it is reading and then 3) creates word-based relationships to create syntax and word patterns that would help answer the question. Finally, through the ranking process, ROSS then attempts to match the facts and procedural posture of the attorney’s case with the research results, creating contextual results depending on the needs of the attorney.

Casetext announced the newest iteration of their AI-assisted legal research service, CARA.AI, in May 2018. Similar to a service from ROSS called EVA, CARA.AI creates context-aware legal research based on legal briefs and work-product uploaded by the attorney into the system. After uploading the brief, CARA.AI then provides brief-specific, context-aware legal research that customizes your legal search and results based on the facts and legal issues actually discussed in the brief. With this kind of tool, attorneys can perform research faster, more efficiently and with better results.

AI can actually do more than just augment legal research. LaxGeex recently identified 11 areas of law practice, including legal research, where AI tools currently exist to augment attorneys’ work. Of these categories, most AI tools are assisting attorneys in recognizing patterns in data and with decision-making. There is one service, launched in 2018, that takes AI in law practice to the next level. LegalMation is a first of its kind AI system that can actually draft legal documents for you with its Complaint or Discovery Analyzer solutions. Leveraging IBM’s Watson, LegalMation’s Complaint Analyzer will actually draft an answer to a complaint, together with all potential affirmative defenses, based on the causes of action and facts pleaded in the complaint. Likewise, the Discovery Analyzer, which is currently in beta, will read through discovery requests, such as requests for production and interrogatories, and then draft shell discovery responses, including objections using its SmartObject feature. LegalMation’s services are only available in limited jurisdictions at the moment, including California, New Jersey and Texas, but LegalMation has shown that AI can actually start drafting documents, which can be an incredible help for over-worked, deadline-driven attorneys. Casetext has also hinted that AI-assisted drafting is part of its “roadmap” for future services.

SUMMARY
While there are certainly risks associated with employing web-based technologies, it is equally important to understand the benefits that can be reaped from the use of these technologies as part of maintaining competence and
delivering the best legal services to clients. In the current environment, clients are demanding that all businesses, including their lawyers, take advantage of developing web-based technologies. It is impossible to be an expert on every new technology, but to comply with their ethical duty of technology competence lawyers should develop at least a familiarity with web-based technology tools and act reasonably when gathering information about adopting tools that could benefit their practice.
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ENDNOTES
1. Model Rules of Prof'l Conduct r. 1.1 (Am. Bar Ass'n 2012), www.americanbar.org/groups/professional_responsibility/publications/model_rules_of_professional_conduct/rule_1.1_competence/comment_on_rule_1.1.1/.
4. State ex rel. Oklahoma Bar Ass'n v. Oliver, supra note 3, at ¶15.
5. In December 2018, Mr. Oliver resigned pending disciplinary proceedings regarding complaints unrelated to his technological competence. State ex rel. Oklahoma Bar Ass'n v. Oliver, 2018 OK 95.
7. SaaS is shorthand for “Software as a Service.” This is an alternative name for a cloud-based service.
10. Most modern email is cloud-based too. If you are using Gmail, Yahoo.com or other “hosted” service, you are using the cloud.
15. Tad Simons, “For a Lawyer, What is Difference?,” Law Technology Today (June 12, 2017), www.lawtechnologytoday.org/2017/06/legal-analytics-vs-legal-research/. However, for purposes of this short piece, the topics will be discussed with limited treatment of the distinction.
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